
Portrait photography for online datingt.... 







 
My Heart Skipped Photography was started by Lucy Williams, a portrait photographer with over a decade of experience of 
photographing	
�   people	
�   in	
�   everyday	
�   spaces.	
�   	
�   Lucy	
�   began	
�   as	
�   a	
�   portrait	
�   painter	
�   and	
�   went	
�   on	
�   to	
�   become	
�   a	
�   film	
�   location	
�   manager,	
�   
and now brings all everything together with an unique eye for light and location, and a great skill for putting people at their ease 
and bringing out their sparkle. Lucy has worked all over the world and with hundreds of people, including celebrities like Victoria 
Beckham and Damian Lewis, and has been published in Vogue, Grazia, and in national press, but her true love lies in working with 
‘regular’ people to create fantastic portraits capturing not just what they look like but who they are, and giving them images that 
transform their online dating experiences.   

  Natural ‘connected’ lifestyle potraiture  
  On location portraits sessions in London and beyond
  A 1-2-1 experience from beginning to end 
  Every session is ‘experiential’ and the shoot is just as much a part of the experience as having great photos 
  A wide selection of photos to choose from in colour and B&W 
  
CLIENTS SAY: 

  ‘I’ve made my selection! I have to admit it was agonising - you did an amazing job!’ ~ Sam 
   
  ‘Absolutely loved my photoshoot with Lucy! It exceeded any expectations that I had and we had a blast’.  I couldn’t   
  recommend Lucy highly enough!’ ~ Katerina 
  
  ‘I just wanted to thank you again for photos. I’m getting loads of ‘matches’! ~ Filippo 
  
  ‘I loved the time spent with Lucy. I wasn’t sure what to expect but she made the whole process easy and fun. The 
  photos are amazing and I love the natural ‘non-posed’ feel to them. I’ve already recommended her to loads of my  
  friends’ ~ Nick

  I don’t know whether I told you, but not long after my session with you, I ended up meeting a lovely guy who is now in  
  Australia with me and pretty sure this’ll be us done for good. Never thought it would actually happen!! I’m always so   
  grateful to you for transforming my life, what a wonderful experience it was and it was great just meeting you’  ~ Rachel 



Dating portrait photography by Lucy Williams 
at My Heart Skipped Photography

CALL   +44 (0) 7968 097 219  
EMAIL  hello@myheartskipped.co.uk  

LIKE    https://www.facebook.com/myheartskipped
TWEET @myheartskipped 

VISIT   http://www.myheartskipped.co.uk


